
UNIT 112 WHAT IS SOCIAL RESEARCH? 

6 THE PURSUIT OF LAWS 
Another area of dispute in the social sciences has been between advocates of 
what are often termed nomothetic and idiographic approaches: between those 
who believe that social research is primarily concerned with discovering universal 
laws and those who regard its task as the production of knowledge about particu- 
lar situations (We came across this distinction in Section 4 when discussing the 
views of Max Weber.) 

The nomothetic approach is sometimes taken to be essential to scientific research. 
The goal here is often laws of the kind characteristic of physics whlch state 
invariant relationships among variables, for example Boyle's law claims that the 
volume of a gas in an enclosed space is inversely proportional to the pressure on 
it, given constant temperature. What are proposed are causal or functional 
relationships that hold universally, in all places and times where the conditions 
speckied in the law apply 

The social science discipline where the influence of the nomothetic approach has 
been strongest is psychology As we noted earlier, the foundations of modern 
experimental psychology were laid in the late nineteenth century in Germany A 
number of researchers, many of them trained in the natural sciences, sought to 
develop a scientific approach to understanding human perception and cognition. 
In setting up a form of psychology modelled on the natural sciences they came 
into direct conflict with the (at that time) much more prestigious discipline of his- 
tory which also regarded itself as concerned with human psychology, albeit the 
psychology of unique individuals - of the great figures of history. The nomo- 
thetic approach was eventually victorious within psychology, guiding research in 
that discipline (in Germany and elsewhere) for most of the twentieth century It 
dominated social psychology too, though in recent times there has been a 
resurgence of interest on the part of some social psychologists in idiographic 
approaches (Gergen, 1973, Rosnow, 1981). 

None of the other social sciences have adopted the nomothetic approach to the 
same extent as psychology. While economics was also very strongly influenced by 
the scientific model, it is a much more equivocal case in this respect. In the late 
nineteenth century a major debate took place within economics, often referred to 
as the Methodenstreit or battle of the methods. This was a disagreement between 
German and Austrian economists about the goal and nature of their discipline For 
the former, economics was a branch of history whose primary concern was to 
document the character and development of particular economies, and to provide 
advice to governments. For the Austrians, by contrast, economics was first and 
foremost a theoretical discipline concerned with identifying laws of economic 
behaviour, such as those relating to supply and demand, that are independent of 
the operation of any particular society While the Austrians' view prevailed, there 
has been and continues to be a dispute about the character of economic laws. The 
idea that they are equivalent in character to the laws of physics has by no means 
been universally accepted. Some economists have regarded them as self-evidently 
vahd empirical facts or as logically deduced from such facts, others as necessay 
truths about the human condition, yet others as merely useful fictions (Caldwell, 
1982; Machlup, 1978). 

At the same time, no social science has been left untouched by the nomothetic 
conception of scientific research Social and cultural anthropology is probably the 
discipline that has retained the most strongly idiographic approach. Yet, in his 
history of that discipline Marvin Harris portrays it as originating in the nineteenth 
century as: '. . . a science of history Inspired by the triumphs of the scientkic 
method in the physical and organic domains, nineteenth century anthropologists 
believed that sociocultural phenomena were governed by discoverable lawful 
principles' (Harris, 1969, p. l) 

Harris describes twentieth-century anthropology, at least up to the 1940s, as a 
reaction against this view. This is not entirely correct While it is true that most 
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early twentieth-century anthropologists rejected the idea of historical laws con- 
cerning the development of cultures, and shifted from comparative analysis of cul- 
tures to the detailed study of particular ones, even in the midst of this shift the 
idea of social laws was not entirely abandoned Thus Franz Boas, one of the most 
influential of early twentieth-century anthropologists, viewed the investigation of 
particular cultures as simply a necessary precondition for the application of the 
comparative method and the discovery of laws of cultural development (Boas, 
1940, p.249) In other words, his idiographic research was intended to provide the 
basis for nomothetic conclusions Over the course of his career, Boas does seem 
gradually to have abandoned the belief that cultural laws could be discovered, 
and many of his students (who dominated US anthropology for several decades) 
rejected that possibility too (A similar trend occurred within twentieth-century 
British social anthropology.) Yet the idea of laws as the goal of social anthro- 
pology has never entirely disappeared. Marvin Harris, quoted above, is himself an 
example of an anthropologist still committed to this goal. Furthermore, social and 
cultural anthropologists have rarely been satisfied simply with documenting the 
features of particular cases They have often hoped to discover general truths of 
some kind, even if these did not have the character of laws. Margaret Mead, for 
instance, sought to show that human behaviour and social organization are 
diverse and therefore largely a product of culture not biology (Mead, 1928; but see 
also Freeman, 1983) More recently, Turnbull's work on the Ik (a mountain people 
of central Africa) claims to demonstrate how very poor material living conditions 
can generate asocial behaviour (Turnbull, 1973) 

Few social scientists have adopted a purely nomothetic approach, then, and even 
fewer have embraced a purely idiographic approach. What we find instead are 
competing approaches of only more or less nomothetic and idiographic kinds, the 
fortunes of these varying in the different disciplines and over time. 

In part this complex picture arises from practical difficulties in operationalizing a 
nomothetic approach in social research. Where laws have been proposed in the 
social sciences they have often ddfered sharply in their power, precision and 
character from those of physics. Here, for example, are some of the laws or gen- 
eral propositions presented by the sociologist George Homans as a basis for the 
study of human social life 

For all actions taken by persons, the more often a particular action of a 
person is rewarded, the more likely the person is to perform that 
action. 

When a person's action does not receive the reward he expected, or 
receives punishment he did not expect, he will be angry; he becomes 
more likely to perform aggressive behaviour and the results of such 
behaviour become more valuable to him. 

In choosing between alternative actions, a person will choose that one 
for which, as perceived by him at the time, the value, V, of the result, 
multiplied by the probability, p, of getting the result, is the greater. 

(Homans, 1974, Chap 2) 

These proposed laws have been criticized for being tautologous, banal, imprecise, 
subject to heavy qualification, and untestable (see Homans, 1974, for a discussion 
of these laws and for responses to some of these criticisms). They are also psycho- 
logical in character, and this raises the question of whether there are laws distinc- 
tive to each of the social sciences. Homans argues, for example, that there are no 
sociological laws: sociological explanations are founded on psychological laws. 

Despite widespread doubts among social scientists about the existence of social 
scientfic laws, most accept that explanations of human behaviour rely on general 
assumptions about what people are likely to believe, feel and do in various sorts 
of circumstances. So the question arises: what is the character of these assump- 
tions and how can their reliability be assessed? This is an issue that has been 
given most attention in the philosophy of history (see, for example, Dray, 1964) It 
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has been argued, and most historians and many soc~al scientists seem to accept it, 
that these general assumptions cannot be made as precise as physical laws with- 
out rendering them false, and that such precise laws are not necessary in order to 
produce effective social explanations 

As important as difficulties in putting the nomothetic conception into practice in 
social research have been disputes within philosophy about the nature of laws in 
natural science, disputes which continue today Ironically, here we get a similar 
variety of views to that in methodological discussions of the laws of economics. 
Some philosophers portray natural scientific laws as mere summaries of empirical 
regularities, others as representing real mechanisms operating in the world, others 
as conventions or fictions that are useful in producing accurate predictions of 
empirical phenomena but do not refer to anything actually existing in the world A 
recent example of the last position is Nancy Cartwright's argument that the fun- 
damental laws of physics are necessarily fictions, albeit useful ones (Cartwright, 
1983). 

This disagreement about the nature of physical laws predates the twentieth cen- 
tury, but it was given added impetus by the emergence of quantum theory in 
physics in the middle of this century. Whereas classical physics had assumed a 
world in which all events were determined and explained, one of the most influ- 
ential interpretations of quantum mechanics (that of Niels Bohr) seemed to under- 
mine this, suggesting that some events at the level of elementary particles are 
governed by probabilistic relationships: 

In a deterministic theory the future behaviour of an isolated physical 
system is uniquely determined by its present state. If, however, the 
world is correctly described by quantum theory, then, even for simple 
systems, this deterministic property is not valid. The outcome of any 
particular experiment is not, even in principle, predictable, but is 
chosen at random from a set of possibilities; all that can be predicted is 
the probability of particular results when the experiment is repeated 
many times. 

(Squires, 1986, p.2) 

Quantum theory had dramatic consequences. It challenged fundamental assump- 
tions about the nature of the physical world, leading to Einstein's famous com- 
plaint in criticizing Bohr: 'God does not play dice' However, rather than 
undermining the commitment of many social scientists to the goal of discovering 
scientific laws, tf anything quantum theory strengthened it. From the point of view 
of quantitative social researchers it seemed to reduce the gap between the 
achievements of the natural sciences and those of social science The results of 
quantitative social research had always consisted of probabilistic empirical 
relations, and it had been criticized as unscientific precisely because of this. Now 
it seemed that natural scientific laws themselves were probabilistic: social science 
apparently had been in the vanguard not at the rear of scientific development. 

Also important in the debates about nomothetic and idiographic approaches has 
been the resurgence of ~deas that were very influential in the nineteenth century, 
especially hermeneutics. As I noted earlier, hermeneutics represented an oppo- 
sition movement to positivist attempts to create a natural science of society. It 
insisted that human behaviour is quite different in character from that of physical 
phenomena and therefore is open to a different sort of investigation Advocates of 
hermeneutics argued that whereas physical phenomena can only be studied by 
observing their external characteristics and operations, human phenomena can be 
understood 'from the inside'. Since they are the work of humans, and since we the 
interpreters are also human, we have access (in princ~ple at least) to their process 
of production: we share much in common, we may have experienced similar situ- 
ations to those in which the people we are studying find themselves, and even if 
we have not we can imagine how we would feel if we were in those situations 
This, it was suggested, gives us a much more effective sort of knowledge than is 
available to natural scientists. This was often presented as a contrast between 
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understanding and explanation (in German, between Erstehen and Erklaren), 
with the former not requiring knowledge of universal laws Indeed, advocates of 
hermeneutics argued that the very existence of such laws is put into doubt by the 
creativity of human behaviour, the exercise of free will. Whereas physical objects 
behave in fixed ways in response to various sorts of stimuli, and so too to a con- 
siderable degree do animals, human actions (it was claimed) are the product of 
decisions that are based on beliefs, both factual and evaluative. (For something of 
the history of these ideas see Hammersley, 1989) Indeed, it has been argued by 
some that to suggest that human beings are controlled by laws is to imply that 
people are passive and unable to control their lives, and thereby to reinforce 
oppression. In other words, it is to engage in the dissemination of ideology. [It is 
worth noting too that the twentieth-century revival of hermeneutics witnessed a 
radicalization of nineteenth-century views Whereas nineteenth-century writers 
generally accepted the appropriateness of a positivistic understanding of the natu- 
ral sciences, some of their twentieth-century descendants question even this 
(Gadamer, 1975, for an introduction see Warnke, 1987).1 

READING 
You should now read the art~cle by von Wright In the Reader ('Two trad~t~ons', Chap. 2). 
He sketches what he sees as a fundamental contrast In views of sclence, one (the 
Galdean), that IS charadenstic of posltlvlsm, the other (the Anstotehan) 1s represented by 
the advocates of hemeneut~cs. 

As I noted earlier, the nomothetic approach has not been put into practice very 
successfully in social research; and its legitimacy as a goal for social science has 
increasingly been challenged At the same time, few social researchers have 
adopted a purely idiographic approach This is an issue that remains unresolved. 

7 THE RIGOROUS ANALYSIS 
OF  EMPIRICAL DATA 
It is widely assumed that a distinctive feature of the findings of research, as com- 
pared with other sorts of information, is that they are the product of the meth- 
odical or systematic treatment of empirical data. This sometimes involves a 
contrast between research and commonsense thinking, the latter being regarded 
as impressionistic, using vague concepts, involving frequent logical errors and 
inconsistencies, relying on false assumptions, and often going beyond the evi- 
dence. It also implies a socio-historical contrast between scientific and pre-scien- 
tfic thinking (for a discussion of this, see Horton and Finnegan, 1973) In their 
crudest form these contrasts rest on the kind of positivist foundationalism we con- 
sidered in Section 3. Here scientific knowledge is seen as based on observable 
givens whose existence and character are beyond question. A scientific approach 
is taken to involve discovering the facts of the case, and this implies an objective 
orientation that discourages reliance on unexamined assumptions and requires the 
following of a set of rules that will min~mize the dangers of error In extreme 
form: researchers apply a logical method to observable givens which produces 
knowledge whose validity is guaranteed As we saw earlier, this is not a convinc- 
ing empirical account of the work of scientists, nor can it be justified philosophi- 
cally. 

However, the contrast between research and commonsense thinking in terms of 
reliance on empirical data need not involve this sort of foundationalism. It may be 
based instead simply on the fact that the evidence used by researchers is system- 
atically recorded and is open to public scrutiny This evidence may come from 


